
From: Paul Mitchell
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce
Subject: Preliminary Data Request for GSW Final SEIR
Date: Friday, August 14, 2015 6:37:41 PM
Attachments: CEQA Info Needs_08-14-15.xlsx

All:
 
As a followup to our 8/12/15 CEQA meeting, attached is a preliminary data request to help facilitate
preparation of the FSEIR.  All data request items are assigned to the project sponsor to respond to,
with the exception of the row in blue text which is assigned to EP to respond to.  As shown, we have
identified aggressive due dates.  Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions.  Thanks.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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Sheet1

		Info Needs Task No		Category		Project Sponsor CEQA Information		Responsible Party		Date Due 		Date Delivered/
Status		Notes		Old Date Due 		Old Date Delivered		Old Notes

		FINAL SUBSEQUENT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

		A		Helipad Analysis		Final Tower Crane Plan.  In discussion with ESA airports staff, they request one final tower crane plan with all proposed tower cranes (i.e., including smaller cranes). It would be inefficient for ESA to prepare an interim tower crane analysis/figure and then modify with additional information without creating alot of new work. It will also be best to quantify the range of clearances for the smaller cranes for the analysis.  Consequently, we request one final tower crane figure from you.  If specific placement of smaller cranes are not known at this time, Sponsor and ESA can discuss options for how you depict location in figure (e.g., identify zone for potential placement of smaller cranes).
		Sponsor		8/21/15

		B.		Wind 		Project Design Changes to Reduce Wind.  Need description of proposed sponsor project design changes (e.g., canopy) that would reduce the wind hazard to LTS, with either 1) new supporting wind analysis to include in the Final SEIR that demonstrates that the wind hazard is mitigated, or 2) confirmation that the previously provided RWDI wind mitigation analysis results are applicable for your selected mitigation design.		Sponsor		8/21/15

		C		Air Quality/Noise		On-Site Treatment of Soils.  Please confirm if on-site treatment is proposed.  Should a quantitative analysis be required, the following is the information that would be needed.
a. Please provide description of type of on-site treatment plant proposed, and proposed location of treatment plant within the site.
b. Please describe the specific proposed design features proposed to control emissions, dust and noise
c. Please provide source of power to operate on-site treatment plant
d. Please estimate maximum amount of soil (CY) to be treated, and anticipated maximum length of duration of use of on-site treatment plant.
e. Please indicate plan/location of potential stockpiling of soil on-site, and duration that stockpiles would be uncovered.

		Sponsor		8/21/15

		D.		Hydrology		Construction Dewatering Routing.  8/12/15 CEQA meeting, it was indicated construction to likely be routed through Port's outfall.  Please confirm which outfall(s) these consist of.		Sponsor		8/21/15

		E		Hazards		SFDPH Comments/Approval of Site Mitigation Plan and Dust Monitoring Plan.  Please check with SFDPH to get their comments and/or approval of the Site Mitigation Plan and Dust Monitoring Plan		EP		ASAP

		F		Hazards		Dust Mitigation Plan for Naturally Occurring Asbestos.   Please provide this it is anticipated to be available in time for consideration in the Final EIR)		Sponsor		TBD

				Transportation		Local Hospital Access Plan.  Please provide, including any  associated figures (it was our understanding at the 8/12/15 CEQA meeting that a draft of this plan is currently available)		Sponsor		8/17/15

				Transportation		UCSF Comment on Event Express Routes.  Confirm that “Event Express Routes” in Table 5.2-14 on page 5.2-52 in the EIR would be funded/provided as part of the additional Mission Bay TMA service, and that additional event shuttle service over and above that presented in the table and footnote would be up to the Warriors to provide.  City/sponsor team needs to discuss whether this and/or additional service if the Mission Bay TMA requests it, should be a requirement. And if not, what do we say. (UCSF letter, page 2, DEIR page 5.2-51)


		Sponsor		8/21/15

				Transportation		UCSF Comment on Access Blockage.  Sponsor to follow up with UCSF to narrow down/define mean by comment regarding “in addition to event traffic not blocking access to the UCSF emergency room entrance, please consider deploying PCOs to ensure vehicle queuing does not block access to the UCSF hospital and hospital garage for medical staff, patients and visitors”, and what actions GSW propose to address this comment. (UCSF letter, page 3, DEIR page 5.2-68)		Sponsor		8/21/15

				Transportation		UCSF Comment on Trigger. Sponsor to provide information on trigger. Comment/information on likelihood of having National Hockey League regular season games overlapping with SF Giants games. (UCSF letter, page 3, DEIR page 5.2-130)		Sponsor		8/21/15

				Transportation		UCSF Comment on Revision to TMP. Need to address comments on TMP – tell us if and how TMP will be revised so that similar revision can be made to TMP summary in the EIR. (UCSF letter, page 4)		Sponsor		8/21/15

				Transportation		Bicycle Coalition Letter.  Please confirm if it agrees to the items in the letter, or which items are problems. 		Sponsor		8/21/15

				Transportation		Truck Turning Information.  Truck turning templates/analysis of on-site loading area, and additional explanation on how the maneuvering would occur on-site.		Sponsor		8/21/15

				Transportation		Tractor-trailer Layover   Results on any follow up discussions on where tractor-trailers would layover during events.  Site identified during  discussion with Clarke and Kate included Giants Lot A, Pier 30/32, and Pier 80/Western Pacific sites. Please provide information on whether there has been any outreach regarding use of these sites for layover during events.		Sponsor		8/21/15

				Transportation		Other Miscellaneous Project Access Changes.  A number of potential small transportation access changes were described at the 8/12/15 CEQA meeting by the sponsor (e.g., no left-turn from garage).  Please describe all these proposed changes.		Sponsor		8/21/15
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